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Interactive-cum-Mentoring Session on “Navigating Uncertainties: 

Pandemic and Employability” 

 

Centre for Industry Interaction (CII) & IQAC organised an Interactive-cum-

Mentoring Session on the topic “Navigating Uncertainties: Pandemic and 

Employability”. The session was on organized on 16th April, 2021. It started 

with a warm welcome from the Principal Sir and the teachers. It was a matter of 

great pleasure and honor for students to get acknowledged by Our Respected 

Principal Sir Professor Rabi Narayan Kar. Principal Sir motivates students with 

his kind words. After that Deepam sir started to talk about the employability and 

the corona. The main objective of the session was to motivate students to 

improve their skills and to make best of their time especially in times of 

pandemic. He started with telling his story from his college life to the corporate 

world. He gave us suggestions on how to judiciously use this pandemic time in 

this period and upgrade our skills. Excellence is the only thing that can make us 

employable. Then he gave us some tips and tricks on how to know what to 

learn….and what not to. So his basic emphasis was to see the pre requisite skills 

of our dream job and acquire the skills accordingly then he placed the role of all 

the teachers in his success. Then there was a quality resourceful Question and 

Answer round where students cleared the misconceptions and doubts relating to 

corporate world and employability in these times. Dr. Ruchika Ramakrishnan, 

CII and Alumni Affairs Convenor was also giving her inputs throughout the 

session. The session ended with a vote of thanks to the speaker and all the 

attendees. 85 students attended the interactive session. There was a positive 

feedback from all the attendees. Overall the workshop was successful. 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 


